T he rise of theater ballistic missile capabilities in East Asia—particularly in China and North Korea—has raised fears among the United States, South Korea, Japan, and Taiwan that the post-Cold War era may be one of heightened vulnerability. As Director of the U.S. Department of Defense’s Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO) Lt. Gen. Lester Lyles has testified: “...the threat from foreign theater missiles has grown steadily as sophisticated missile technology becomes available on a wider scale.” North Korea’s Nodong series has been the most-cited threat, but the spring 1996 Taiwan Straits crisis—where China brazenly tested short-range Dong Feng (East Wind)-15 ballistic missiles in the seas around its island neighbor—has also raised the specter of possible Chinese use of offensive missiles.

In response to the perceived vulnerability of both U.S. forces and the territories of U.S. allies and friends in the region, the dominant trend in both Western media analysis and in U.S. policymaking circles has been to view the deployment of theater missile defenses (TMD) as the best available means of combating this regional missile threat. Indeed, a flurry of media reports has spoken of the “immediate need” for the United States to implement missile defenses in the region in order to stave off what one leading publication has called “the Red missile threat.” While not all analysts have backed this solution, and not all supporters of TMD responses have argued for their deployment without consideration of possible political repercussions, the lack of serious debate in U.S. policymaking circles over options to East Asian TMD deployments suggests a troubling failure to consider alternative approaches. This is of particular concern because the existing policy has at times strained U.S. relations with its allies in East Asia, thereby threatening to create new problems.

Current efforts by TMD supporters (especially in the U.S. Congress and industry) to seek near-term deployment of missile defenses raise two questions that merit further scrutiny: 1) whether existing TMD technologies are likely to work; and 2) whether unilateral TMD deployments by the United States and its allies might call out a regional military response that makes the situation ultimately worse for U.S. security interests. Some possible reactions include: Chinese or North Korean deployment of larger numbers of short-range systems; Chinese deployment of multiple reentry vehicles (MRVs) or multiple independently targetable reentry vehicles (MIRVs); the strengthening of North Korea’s resolve to test and deploy new, longer-range systems; the development of domestic TMD systems; the purchase of off-the-shelf TMD systems from Russia; or the development of countermeasures.

In an effort to prevent these possible eventualities, this essay reconsiders the East Asian missile threat, the effectiveness of existing TMD options, and the regional political setting surrounding the TMD debate (especially among U.S. allies in the region). The view presented here accepts the seriousness of the potential Chinese and North Korean threats, but it argues that the real challenge for East Asian security is not primarily the military question of how to defend against the missiles, but instead the long-term political question of how to craft policies that will make states in the region less likely to use them in the first place.

In this light, the essay proposes a series of mutually reinforcing arms control measures aimed at engaging China and North Korea on missile proliferation, which, if successful, would avoid the need for U.S. TMD deployments. Such a strategy would still preserve the option of future TMD deployments, if the negotiations failed, but would offer the significant political benefit of trying a cooperative approach first, thus putting the onus on the proliferators for any subsequent action-reaction spiral. Such a policy is also likely to elicit greater support from U.S. allies in the region, which (as will be discussed be-
low) have had ambivalent reactions to U.S. efforts to convince them to purchase U.S. TMD systems and to sign on to costly, long-term research programs.

**SURVEYING THE EAST ASIAN MISSILE THREAT**

Although rarely discussed in these terms, two contradictory trends characterize the missile proliferation environment in East Asia today: one largely positive, the other largely negative. The first is the decline of the most serious East Asian missile threat—former Soviet and present-day Russian missiles. The withdrawal and destruction of the 180 Soviet SS-20s in the region (according to the Intermediate Nuclear Forces Treaty), the removal of 257 medium- and short-range Soviet nuclear missiles from Siberia, the Russian Far East, and Mongolia, and the drawing down of Russia's submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) have drastically reduced the number of weapons aimed at U.S. forward-deployed forces and at the continental United States. Moreover, changes in Russian politics suggest that Moscow has no intention of using its current missile forces against the United States.

Nevertheless—in objective terms—it is worth noting that the 1,259 Russian nuclear warheads still based in the region (deployed on air-launched cruise missiles, land-based missiles, and SLBMs) dwarf in number and in capability the systems fielded by both China and North Korea combined. It is interesting that the United States has chosen to deal with this continuing Russian threat through a two-pronged policy of arms control and economic aid, rather than by military means. As part of the U.S. Cooperative Threat Reduction (Nunn-Lugar) program, for instance, the United States recently provided Russia with $8.4 million in technical assistance to assist the Pacific Fleet’s submarine facility at Bol’shoy Kamen’ (near Vladivostok) in meeting its START I dismantlement commitments.

By contrast, the United States has taken a quite different approach to a second regional trend: the rising capabilities of China and North Korea. These two states have a much lower objective capability, but a much higher perceived intention to use their ballistic missiles. Part of the U.S. concern—and the justification for the military-oriented U.S. response—is that both states have exhibited a clear desire to develop new and longer-range missiles to threaten U.S. friends and allies. Moreover, in East Asia, the source of the threat is not transfers of technology from outside the region, but instead domestic production lines in both China and North Korea. This means that strategies to combat the threats they pose cannot be aimed simply at developing more effective export controls, but must instead convince these producer states that their own best interests lie in self-restraint—a much more difficult task.

Despite the still-limited nature of these missile programs, recent media reaction to Chinese and North Korean systems has at times bordered on hysteria. One report describes their respective regional missile ranges as "circles of fear." To put this in perspective, there are no such articles in the press today discussing "circles of fear" surrounding Russian, British, or French missile forces, despite their far greater destructive capabilities. This highlights the importance of the political element in current threat perceptions and the need to consider politically oriented solutions. Yet, while intentions are clearly an important factor in assessing any country’s military potential (and arguably the most important), it is also essential to take stock of each state’s objective missile capabilities.

In terms of theater-range capabilities, China’s arsenal includes the solid-fueled, road-mobile DF-11, -15, and -21 missiles, with top ranges of 185 miles, 375 miles, and 1,125 miles, respectively. Some 150 tactical nuclear weapons have been deployed on these short-range missiles. Other theater-range systems include the liquid-fueled DF-3A IRBM (with a 1,750-mile range) and the sea-based JL-1 (with a range of just over 1,000 miles). None of these missiles are MIRV-capable, although China is clearly interested in either developing or acquiring this technology, perhaps from Russia or Ukraine. China also possesses a large stable of cruise missiles, but these weapons are not yet believed to be nuclear-capable. Meanwhile, China’s relatively modest 300-warhead strategic nuclear arsenal is deployed among its longer-range missiles (DF-3s, DF-4s, DF-5s), its JL-1 SLBMs, and its bomber force. However, only the DF-5s (estimated at seven total warheads) are capable of reaching the continental United States.

The threat of Chinese use of its short-range missiles has been raised to date largely in the context of its dispute with Taiwan over sovereignty. Notably, while China did fire four test missiles in the spring 1996 confrontation—in a vain attempt to intimidate Taiwanese voters...
on the eve of the presidential elections there—it had planned to fire more than 20. This indicates that international reaction may have had some tempering effect on China’s behavior. It is worth noting that China also seems to recognize the significant difference between conducting tests of these systems and actually using fully armed missiles against real targets (such as population centers on the Taiwanese mainland). Given the strong U.S. reaction to the tests, China could not have been left with the signal that it would face any less of a response (and likely a much greater one) in case of an actual attack.

However, there are other possible targets of Chinese missiles: one of the many co-claimants of the Spratly Islands, for example, or Japan, with which China has a dispute over the Senkaku Islands. Ironically, the other state with the most to worry about Chinese theater missiles is Russia, whose sparsely populated Far Eastern territories were taken from China during a period of weakness in the mid-1800s. Yet, despite this situation, there is no discussion in Russia of a “missile threat” emanating from its southern border. Instead, there has been an effort to establish confidence-building measures (CBMs), troop withdrawals, and detargeting arrangements, all of which have defused bilateral tensions considerably.

As far as the North Korean missile threat is concerned, Pyongyang had a very ambitious program in the late 1980s and early 1990s, but has maintained a test moratorium on longer-range systems since the signing of the October 1994 Agreed Framework with the United States. Whether this has been due to political changes or simply a lack of funding for such expensive R & D projects is difficult to determine. What is known is that North Korea’s current stable of tested missiles includes variants of Soviet Frog and Scud missiles with a top range of only just over 300 miles. It is worth noting that circular error probability (CEP) estimates for these systems are nearly one mile, making them virtually useless for precision attacks on power stations or military targets unless tipped with nuclear, biological, or chemical weapons. (In defensive terms, however, it is not clear that existing TMD systems would be effective against non-conventional warheads, even assuming their ability to hit the missiles themselves.)

Development on the feared longer-range systems (Nodong-1 and -2 and Taepo-dong) seems to have stalled, although unsubstantiated U.S. reports suggest a possible, untested Nodong range of up 600 to 750 miles. It is worth noting that some U.S. TMD supporters make even stronger claims. U.S. Congressman Robert Ehrlich (Republican, Maryland), for example, makes the case that “North Korea’s Taepo Dong 2 ballistic missile, now in development, may be capable of reaching U.S. cities by 2000.” Similarly, a recent Heritage Foundation report, calling for near-term deployment of both TMD and national missile defenses (NMD), uses as one justification the point that “the Taepo Dong-2 could have a 6,200-mile range, which would cover half the continental U.S.”

By contrast, both the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency and a senior government advisory panel have discounted these claims and have argued instead that North Korean missiles will not be able to reach the United States until at least the second decade of the next century. In support of these analyses is the absence of Nodong tests since 1994, making it very difficult to validate the more threatening reports or consider these missiles in any sense reliable or accurate.

QUESTIONS OF LIKELY TMD EFFECTIVENESS

Despite the limits of existing Chinese and North Korean capabilities, a serious problem in the existing drive for near-term TMD deployment is that current U.S. technologies can defeat very few of even these missiles with any degree of dependability. The situation is likely to become worse 10 years further down the road when these states will be able to modify their missiles to develop effective countermeasures. Well-known studies of the Patriot during the Gulf War—by MIT’s Theodore Postol, the Office of Technology Assessment, a U.S. Congressional committee, and the Israeli military—show that it either provided only minimal effectiveness (less than 10 percent) or, according to some accounts, may have caused more damage than the Scuds alone, due to falling debris from failed intercepts. Patriot’s lack of success in defeating relatively slow and simple Scud missiles not armed with decoys (or undertaking countermeasures), suggests that serious questions must be raised about the likely effectiveness of even Patriot upgrades. The fact that the U.S. military has opted for an alternative missile (ERINT) for its own follow-on system (PAC-3) indicates that certain currently deployed Patriot systems may have been over-sold to U.S. allies in East Asia.

As for the planned Theater High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD), its recent tests have not performed up
to expectations. Indeed, in early March it failed a fourth consecutive test by failing to intercept a test missile launched on the White Sands Missile Range. Given this record and the almost $2.5 billion spent on the system already, convincing especially the Japanese to sign on for an expensive, long-term commitment to joint development of THAAD with the United States has become a hard sell for the Clinton administration, straining the alliance more than strengthening it. In alliance terms, seeking security through deterrence or through other means (whether diplomatic or retaliatory) can be better than having an ineffective defense (especially one that proves both ineffective and costly).

Currently, Japan is considering four TMD options proposed originally by the Pentagon in 1994. These include: 1) use of the two Aegis-equipped destroyers in combination with two AWACs aircraft and 24 ground-based Patriot sites (estimated cost: $4.4 billion); 2) an enhanced option using six Aegis destroyers, two AWACs aircraft, and 24 Patriot sites (estimated cost: $15.2 billion); 3) a middle range option consisting of THAAD missile sites, 24 Patriot sites, and AWACS aircraft (estimated cost: $8.7 billion); and 4) another mixed option relying on two Aegis ship-borne systems, THAAD missiles, and 24 Patriot sites. Recently, the U.S. government decided to sweeten the deal for Japan by granting Tokyo free access to classified U.S. satellite intelligence (early warning data), but it has not yet had any decisive impact (except possibly putting U.S. intelligence at risk).

In fairness, there are certain short-range missiles that some of these systems might stop effectively, especially a relatively small number of missiles launched in an individual sequence over time. However, barrage attacks or the use of decoys, submunitions, and countermeasures would likely overwhelm even planned TMD technologies. Moreover, there are no effective anti-cruise missile defenses, meaning that any defensive “shield” built with current technologies will have high levels of permeability.

More serious, of course, is the threat North Korean missiles pose to South Korea or U.S. forces there. Here, the question of proximity creates an inherent vulnerability that no amount of missile defenses is likely to be able to overcome. There are simply too many North Korean missiles that can reach the South in too short a period of time. The only ultimate solution to this problem, therefore, can only be a political one.

THE REGIONAL POLITICAL CONTEXT REGARDING TMD DEPLOYMENTS

Given the above military and technical context of the East Asian TMD debate, it is important now to turn to the regional political context within which these systems are being considered. Are these systems likely to improve these countries’ sense of security, and strengthen their ties to the United States? Or, alternatively, might they instead cause new tensions in U.S. alliance relations due to their great expense and possible ineffectiveness?

In contrast to the U.S. debate over TMD, which has focused almost exclusively on possible threats, the Japanese debate has focused narrowly on two issues: cost and effectiveness. A reading of the Japanese media reveals that Japanese analysts are only too aware of the limited utility of the Patriot system in the Gulf War. They cite numerous critical reports, including the Postol study. Indeed, a strong trend among Japanese reactions has been to view U.S. intentions as largely self-interested: i.e., getting Japan to pay for a defensive system that the U.S. public has been unwilling to fund.

Japanese critics have also looked askance at the record of past U.S. efforts in the area of missile defenses. As one author notes regarding the Strategic Defense Initiative in the 1980s: “It was like throwing...money in a ditch.” Notably, this analyst makes the case that the United States’ focus on selling technology to even states of questionable proliferation status (such its sales to Iraq before 1991) helped create the threats it now faces. Rather than use diplomatic measures, he argues, “...the United States does not attempt to prevent the proliferation of missile technology; ...[yet] it continues to pour huge amount[s] of money into the development of anti-missile measures...” He suggests that this is like “lighting a fire and putting it out,” and questions the ultimate point of Japan signing up for these efforts. He concludes: “What is needed is not a ‘firm resolution’ to keep following the United States, but an effort toward comprehensive disarmament and detente in East Asia.”

Other Japanese authors note the extremely high expected program costs of TMD development (estimated at up to $15 billion) relative to Japan’s total defense outlays ($35 billion per year). One analyst quotes a se-
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Still other analysts point to the warming of U.S.-North Korean relations and the North Korean economic crisis as steadily reducing the potential missile threat. Indeed, the point is raised that in 10 years, when the planned TMD system is scheduled to become fully effective, North Korea may not even exist. Alternatively, some analysts question whether in the current political situation a hasty deployment of provocative missile defenses might damage chances for a peaceful evolution of the North Korean regime, or at least its peaceful demise.

Among supporters of TMD, one finds certain circles associated with Japanese defense industry, especially smaller firms that have fewer civilian products to rely upon. They view these technologies as possible money-makers. However, limits in the Japanese constitution on the export of military technologies and in official Japanese policy against the militarization of space may provide top-end boundaries on how far Japanese companies can go in joint development of THAAD or other upper tier systems.

The result is a Japan that is still divided on the TMD question. Despite U.S. pressure, many officials seem to be looking for a way to say “no.” The main reason seems to be budgetary, but there are also concerns over popular reactions to what would be a step towards a more militarized Japan. These difficulties have caused the government’s “study period” regarding TMD participation to become prolonged, pushing out a decision on the issue until at least late summer.

As far as Seoul is concerned, it too has been reluctant to place orders for Patriot-type systems, fearing the result may simply be a North Korean over-reaction and compensatory missile building, thus worsening the overall threat. Nevertheless, in a June 1996 meeting, U.S. Commerce Secretary Mickey Kantor urged Seoul’s Minister of Trade and Industry Pak Chae-yun to expand its purchases of Patriot and Patriot follow-on systems from U.S. firms. More recently, while again raising concerns about the North Korean threat, U.S. Secretary of Defense William Cohen issued a stern warning to South Korea against purchasing Russia’s cheaper S-300V TMD system, causing visible strain in relations between Washington and Seoul.

Taiwan has been a more fervent supporter of near-term TMD given the immediacy of the threat from China. Notably, it is alone among U.S. friends in the region in deploying its own TMD weapons (the Tien Kung series). Its new system (Tien Kung-3) is claimed to have the capability to destroy ballistic missiles as well as cruise missiles, possibly even giving it an advantage over expected THAAD capabilities. Indeed, at least one Taiwanese analyst suggests that the Tien Kung system (with a range of up to 300 kilometers) may be more effective than current-generation Patriot missiles (which have an effective range of only 160 kilometers). The potential viability of this system gives the United States a useful option for holding off on further TMD sales to Taiwan. Instead, it might provide a pathway for the United States to develop a more productive alternative policy: continuing its naval support role, but lowering its TMD profile and developing instead a more balanced position to enable it to play a possible future role in encouraging negotiations between the two sides.

As important as the reactions of U.S. friends and allies are in shaping the strategic environment regarding U.S. TMD deployments, it is also worth examining the strategic choices facing the possible users of ballistic missiles: China and North Korea. How might their views be tempered by strategic constraints operating on their possible use of offensive missiles against their neighbors?

**FACTORS AFFECTING CHINESE AND NORTH KOREAN DECISIONMAKING ON MISSILE USE**

As far as China is concerned, there are a number of sound reasons to believe that China would be extremely hesitant to use missiles against U.S. forces or against Japan. Apart from fear of an overwhelming military response by the United States, there are significant non-military factors that would undoubtedly affect any Chinese decision about possible use. Japan is a major source of investment and trade for the Chinese, which their economy can ill-afford to lose. Similarly, the crucial role for Chinese products played by the U.S. market, which would immediately close if an attack against U.S. forces were to take place, cannot be ignored by Beijing. While a trade war would cause minor inconveniences for U.S. consumers, it could cause decades of irreparable damage to the Chinese economy. Moreover, given the ethnic and regional disturbances likely to be caused by a serious economic downturn in China, such
a conflict with the United States could well make China ungovernable. For these reasons, the only plausible missile threat posed by Chinese offensive missiles is that facing Taiwan.

As noted above, however, the United States is playing from its weakest cards when it emphasizes its ability to “defend” Taiwan against a Chinese attack. This is particularly the case if China chooses to use its missiles for a “demonstration” shot at Taiwan, such as firing an armed missile into an uninhabited area on the island. A better suit for the United States is that of an honest broker between the two sides, to encourage negotiations on a long-term settlement of their differences (perhaps a Taiwanese decision to accept the place of an independently governed province within China, in return for a pledge from Beijing not to station military forces there).

While China’s aggressive potential should not be discounted, it is worth pointing out that China’s own fears of especially U.S. missiles have caused it to begin its own TMD deployments, using recently purchased Russian S-300PMU missiles. Depending on how the United States handles this issue, therefore, Chinese fears could create the roots for a potential TMD arms race that pushes Russia and China into even closer technological cooperation—something clearly not in U.S. interests.

In regards to any possible North Korean military offensive, the dilemma for Pyongyang is that its teetering economy can ill-afford to engage in any prolonged conflict. Indeed, even a test of any new missiles would jeopardize Pyongyang’s access to international food aid, which now supports a considerable portion of the North Korean population. While Pyongyang’s leadership may not have a reputation for altruism, it certainly must be concerned for the governability of its population. In this context, it is not surprising that the suspected Nodong-1 test in the fall of 1996 was never carried out. Recent high-level defections also suggest that the North Korean regime may now be beginning to worry more about internal threats to its continued existence than external ones.

These points do not rule out the possibility of either Chinese or North Korean use of offensive ballistic missiles, but they do suggest the extreme gravity of circumstances which would be necessary to trigger such an attack.

**ACHIEVING SECURITY VERSUS ATTEMPTING DEFENSE**

The broader question facing the TMD debate in East Asia is what are the ultimate goals of the United States and its allies: to move ahead with unilateral military measures, despite likely political costs; or to pursue a new security framework that seeks to overcome regional threats through cooperation and the building of norms? According to the analysis presented above, to rush ahead with premature TMD technology would create the worst of both worlds. It would accomplish neither effectiveness from a military standpoint nor contribute to regional peace and security. Moreover, it may damage relations with U.S. allies if Washington continues to insist on U.S. technology purchases and commitment to an essentially military response.

Fortunately, the United States has other options. In this light, it is worth considering as an alternative approach a series of linked initiatives aimed at removing the missile threat through arms control. The elements of such a package are outlined below.

Regarding negotiations with China, there are a number of possible initiatives regarding TMD deployments, ranging from outright cooperative bans to establishing “rules of the road.” As noted above, while China has voiced strenuous opposition to U.S. deployments and sales of TMD technology to its allies, Beijing has also begun deployment of Russia’s S-300PMU missiles. This gives the United States some leverage to begin talks on mutual TMD limitations. One measure could be a joint agreement to ban TMD systems. Although there seems to be little support for such a measure on either side at present—at least for relatively simple ground-based systems that have a dual anti-aircraft use—a build-down approach or a grandfathering of existing systems (freezing them in place) could be paths for reaching an agreement.

Alternatively, there is considerable room for discussions with the Chinese on establishing numerical limits, range limits, speed limits, and testing restrictions on future TMD systems. The two sides could also agree to rule out space-based systems. While U.S. TMD supporters might argue that the United States should exploit its current technological advantages, the history of the Cold War suggests that such tactics rarely succeeded with the Soviet Union. A future U.S.-Chinese TMD race would be particularly short-sighted for Washing-
ton, due to the fact that China is not bound by the limitations of the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty. In this context, a better approach would seem to be working to limit TMD deployments, while beginning discussions on simultaneous reductions in the number of offensive missiles deployed.

Even before moving to missile reductions, however, a concept worth examining is a “no-first-use” pledge for short-range missiles (with ranges of perhaps 100 to 350 miles). Although no such doctrine has been attempted elsewhere in the world, the Chinese would be hard-pressed to deny such a proposal out-of-hand, given their widespread promotion to other nuclear powers of their own no-first-use doctrine regarding nuclear weapons. Moreover, if China did reject a no-first-use pledge on short-range missiles, this would indicate to the rest of the region that China may indeed harbor aggressive intentions against them. Chinese rejection would also provide the United States and its allies with a hard-to-deny justification for deploying TMD systems in the region.

Another area where Chinese behavior has clashed with U.S. policies has been in sale of missile technologies, especially to Iran, Pakistan, and other states which Washington regards as having dangerous proliferation intentions. Therefore, another missile initiative worth discussing with China would be new CBMs that would put teeth into Chinese promises regarding the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR). To date, U.S. efforts have largely failed in this regard. The problem relates in part to the lack of positive incentives offered by the United States to date in areas that China cares about. If Washington agreed to halt arms sales of TMD technologies to Taiwan, however, it is likely that Beijing would begin to treat more seriously U.S. efforts to reach a quid pro quo on halting exports of missile technology to countries of U.S. concern.

Other areas worth exploring are possible U.S. TMD limits (or pledges to halt deployments) in return for China’s pledge not to deploy MIRVed missiles. More than even highly effective U.S. TMD deployments, such a pledge would help cap the future threat faced by U.S. forces, as well as by its regional allies and friends. The format for such a pledge might be a side treaty that would bring China into the U.S.-Russian START process, whereby Beijing would agree to match Washington’s and Moscow’s pledges to limit themselves to only single warhead missiles in all future ground-based deployments.

Regarding North Korea, the U.S. approach needs to be somewhat different, as the concerns on the Korean Peninsula involve broader issues related to the armistice and inter-Korean relations. Part of this process could involve moves to revive the cooperative denuclearization agreement of 1992, which—while it has not been implemented—has not yet been repudiated by either side. Among its elements, this agreement calls for the establishment of a joint inspection regime for nuclear facilities to ensure that no weapons-related activity is taking place. Expansion of this agreement to cover missile facilities would be a useful CBM that might mitigate the future need for U.S. TMD deployments in South Korea (or in Japan). A corresponding U.S. pledge not to deploy more advanced TMD systems (as long as Pyongyang maintains its long-range missile test moratorium), would go a long way towards reducing perceived vulnerabilities within the skittish North Korean leadership, while also giving away little in terms of meaningful defensive capabilities.

The ultimate criteria for U.S. TMD deployments in East Asia should be whether they on the whole increase regional security and decrease tension, rather than serve to foment rivalries and make war more likely. TMD deployments in the latter context, even of systems that might be highly effective from a military standpoint, would run counter to U.S. interests and to those of U.S. friends and allies in the region.

CONCLUSION

The analysis presented above makes the case that by moving ahead too rapidly with TMD deployments, the United States risks creating a worse security environment for the very type of arms control and nonproliferation policies it seeks to promote in post-Cold War East Asia. Much like the decision to deploy MIRVs on U.S. missiles in the late 1960s, the United States seems to be applying a technological “fix” that is likely to cause a highly unfavorable reaction. Instead, as the Cold War experience shows, states tend to respond to military deployments that they perceive as threatening not with a cooperative response, but with a military one. Thus, while TMD deployments may provide some near-term benefits for U.S. defense contractors, they are likely to leave U.S. forces and friends in East Asia ultimately more vulnerable—by laying the foundation for a regional missile race, rather than more highly desired missile reductions. Moreover, if the TMD systems deployed are ever
used and fail to perform (as they failed in the Gulf War), the United States will have sown the seeds for the weakening of its alliances in East Asia, due to its current policy of promoting purchases of existing U.S. technologies.

Finally, there are also important questions TMD deployments raise in terms of relative costs in an era of tight defense spending. Funding for the Agreed Framework with North Korea is currently under fire in the United States, yet these expenditures aimed at removing Pyongyang’s ability to build a bomb ($4.5 billion for all countries involved) are dwarfed by likely TMD expenditures. Indeed, the current U.S. request for the Agreed Framework is $25 million, compared to the $2.58 billion slated for next year’s missile defense budget. The total U.S. portion of the Agreed Framework’s expenses is $300 million, spread over more than a decade. By contrast, the United States expects to spend over $21 billion on missile defense research and deployments from 1998 to 2003 alone. These figures highlight questions worth addressing regarding relative priorities. They also suggest the need to adopt a “Nitze criteria” for TMD. That is, no TMD system should be more expensive to develop and deploy than it would cost possible adversaries to defeat it.

Given these considerations, the question of the broader impact of near-term TMD deployments on regional security should be the overriding criteria for future U.S. policy. Put simply, political means of diffusing current problems in the regional missile environment may be considerably less costly than military means. They may also have the important collateral benefit of making future wars less likely.
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